XS Cross-section™

Highly customizable technology achieved through yarn modification. The performance of the fabric is directly impacted by the specialty yarn construction.
Highly customizable technology

POTENTIAL BENEFITS:
- Tunable fabric weight
- Moisture management
- Increased coverage of surface area
- Abrasion performance
- Resiliency
- Control of permeability
- Synergy with additives, topical technologies
- Aesthetic heather and tone-on-tone effects
- Combines well with other performance technologies
- Technology is in the yarn structure

Performance benefits and claims are based on fabric construction.

AVAILABLE:
- In select variants to optimize performance and properties
- Limited range of REPREVE® variants available
- Available globally

END USES:
- Apparel
- Automotive
- Bedding
- Flooring
- Furnishings
- Socks/Hosiery

XS CROSS-SECTION™ is a trademark of Unifi, Inc.

For additional information, please contact your Unifi representative or email us at: marketing@unifi.com
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